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Testimonials
In 2008 it was decided to give our club’s C182 a freshen up.
We chose Superair based on a number of reason’s not just on
price but on the depth of knowledge they demonstrated to us
about the job during the quoting process. Our’s was not just
a simple strip and repaint, corrosion was also dealt with as
well as the fitting of a new windscreen. At all points during
the process we were kept well informed by Superair’s staff.
Two years down the track our aircraft still looks as good as
it did the day it was picked up.
Anthony Moor
Chief Flying Instructor/Royal Newcastle Aero Club
Newcastle NSW
“I wish to express our appreciation to all at Superair in
relation to the extensive work carried out on VH-JFT, which
has our total satisfaction. In particular to the staff for their
personal professionalism.”
G D Honour
Armidale NSW
“Superair’s attention to detail far exceeded my expectations
when I saw the finished product. My aircraft was repainted
with the original scheme which Superair’s staff reproduced
exactly. Not only that, but the paint job came in under the
budgeted price which included extensive corrosion rework.
Throughout the whole process I was kept informed and all
work was carried out in an acceptable time frame.”
Jason Clarke
Owner/operator/ Chief instructor SKYDIVE
Maitland NSW
I highly recommend Superair for all painting and
maintenance requirements, I find their service exceptional.
Stewart Hignett
Owner/ Chief instructor NE flight Training
Armidale NSW

Please contact us with your next
painting requirements. We are only
too happy to assist with costing,
design and all services up to ultimate
completion of the painting process.
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O

ur attention to detail is second to none, with
all inspection panels, fairings, tips etc being
painted individually as removed from aircraft.
Inspection panels are painted both externally
and internally for corrosion protection and more
professional finish. All wheels are removed and
painted individually. Engine cowling is also painted
off the aircraft achieving a far superior finish and
an as new look.

Superair

Painting Facility

T

he Superair painting facility and staff are
dedicated to the Aircraft Refinishing Industry.
The facility is available for anyone who may need
assistance with liquid type coatings.

Other items that are sometimes overlooked by
owners but may require attention are things like
door seals, windows, stainless steel screw kits.
Superair is happy to quote, supply and install any
of these.

Our knowledge and experience in this industry
is the code of our business, our personalised
approach to your needs is our speciality.
Superair employs trade qualified spray painters,
licensed aircraft maintenance engineers and
trades qualified sheet metal workers. This allows
our team of specialist General Aviation (GA) people
to cover all aspects of aircraft maintenance and
refurbishment under the one roof.
Superair painting facility has a full computer
controlled mixing and tinting system in house. We
can also custom computer colour match your
individual paint requirements.

S

uperair also offers full interior refurbishment,
from original interior design and replacement
to custom interiors including carpets & leather or
fabric upholstery.
Our facility is purpose built and designed to
achieve a paint finish far superior than customer’s
expectations.
Superair is striving to achieve better services with
environmental considerations in mind. All paint
strippers used are PPG aerospace approved and
environmentally friendly.
We choose to use aviation “Prekote” clear
conversion coating (Boeing aerospace approved)
to promote adhesion and binding of etch primer.
Akzo-Nobel S9001 aviation high anticorrosive etch
primer is used (again Boeing aerospace approved).
For our top coats we choose to use the Dupont
aerospace system. This gives the availability of
unlimited colour choices, we are proud of the fact
that the Dupont company has awarded us the
Aerospace Preferred Refinisher Title.

As with all of our jobs not only will the customer get
an immaculate paint job but also the satisfaction
of being involved in the paint job from start to
finish. We take photos throughout the painting
process and invite the customer to our facility
whilst work is underway so as to see the attention
to detail by our staff.

